Software and Testing Solutions

DATA ACQUISITION

OSIRIS - COMBUSTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM

THE PERFORMANCE AT
BEST QUALITY/PRICE
RATIO

The performance at best quality/price ratio for real time
combustion analysis in a test cell or on-board a vehicle.
OSIRIS is a turnkey fast acquisition system. Originally designed
to sample data at each engine revolution crank angle, it can also
work as a time based oscilloscope. Fast to install and easy to
use, it covers all needs of engine engineers during every steps
of a powertrain development.

Benefits

>> Modular and compact system
>> Crank angle based, time based, both crank angle and time
based acquisition

>> Signal conditioning close to the engine
>> Monitoring of all calculation types 			
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

E.g.: Knock, Pmax, IMEP, CA50
Embedded electronic encoder (FFR-M)
Compatible with the main angular encoders on the market
Interface with most of the commonly used charge amplifiers
Provides standard, editable file formats (ASCII, IFILE)
Compatible with main data acquisition & control systems
Simulation mode free of charge, with full options…

Applications

>> Design to be used in test bench & in-vehicle
>> Manage safeties upon abnormal combustion 		
E.g.: Misfire, Pmax level, Knock

>> Use as an oscilloscope
>> Manage cold start measurement
>> Analyse injection system using both crank angle & time based
acquisition
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Technical Data
Hardware Evolution 3
PC communication

Proprietary Ethernet Gigabit

Analog inputs

8 differential inputs (ADC 18 bits 1 MHz); Time sampling: 1MHz per channel
Configurable range ± 10 V, ± 5 V, ± 2 V, or ± 1 V
2 medium voltage configurable inputs ± 50V or ± 25V
2 configurable inputs IEPE (eg: accelerometers) or AC (e.g.: microphone)

Digital channels

4 digital outputs relay or TTL
4 digital inputs HTTL

Synchronization

1 encoder inputs LVDS, TTL or RS422
2 sensor inputs HTTL or analog
3 synchronization outputs (angle, frequency, revolution)

Target management (FFR-M)

Up to 4 singularities per revolution, including different marks (shorter or longer) and additional marks, with an output frequency up to 1,5 MHz

Power supply

9…30 VDC (Support transient from 6VDC to 48VDC)

Consumption

14 W

Dimensions (L x h x W)

220 mm x 42 mm x 140 mm (1U, half 19’’)

CEM

IEC61326-1

Operating temperature

-40…+50 °C

Daisy chain

Up to 4 Evolution 3 modules (32 channels) and 8 charge amplifiers ACPM

Software
Measurement modes

Angle: simple, on event (pre and post), cold start
Angle and time
Time (1kHz-1MHz)

TDC offset

From cylinder pressure or from TDC sensor

File formats

XODF, IFILE, ASCII (custom, including windowing)

Graphical displays

Engine cycles, P/V, X/Y, Trends, Monitoring, Scatter, Spectra

Monitoring

Thresholds on fixed values or on statistical behavior for all calculations

Communication

DCOM interface, INDI or AK over TCPIP and RS232

Amplifiers (Options)

ACPM, SCP, MICRO IFEM

Other I/O (Options)

CAN bus inputs and outputs, ASAM-MCD3 inputs, analog outputs

Calculations
Cylinder pressure calculations

Pmax, IMEP, dPdA, Engine Speed

Statistical evaluations

Minimum, Maximum, Mean, Standard deviation, Stability

Combustion analysis

Heat release, mass fraction burned CA10, CA50… Polytropic coef., Thermal
losses

Knock (Option)

Calculation based on energy (FFT), on pressure oscillation (MAPO,KP)

Noise (Option)

Noise level, third octave structural attenuation

Miscellaneous (Options)

Acyclism, FFT, Needle lift, FIR filtering, low high and band pass,
injector timing (with current clamp)

Global calculation

Multicylinder evaluations and scripting (VB)

Custom calculation

C++ (requires Driver development training)
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Keep the same system: in test bench as well as in-vehicle

A solution adapted to a vehicle environment

>> A single software which implies identical calculations and

>> Easy to integrate in small space: 1U, 1/2x19’’
>> Scalable according to your needs from 8 to 16, 24 or 32

>>

result files format for the post-treatment
A single hardware, so you will have the same level of
performance

channels

>> No electronic encoder module required: directly integrated in
the acquisition module
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Technical specifications may be modified without prior notice.

>> Directly powered by the vehicle
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